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ABSTRACT 

The positron-electron annihilation cross section has been measured for 

50, 100, and 200 Mev incident positron energies. Three small proportional 

counters in a magnetic field determined the incident electron or positron 

momentum and a large scintillation counter immediately behind the absorber 

indicated the disappearance of a particle. The positron annihilation cross 

s~ction was det~rmined by subtracting the electron loss rate (due mainly 

to bremsstrahlung energy losses) from the positron loss rate. The cross 

s~ctions obtained at 50~ 100 and 200 Mev were, respectively, 11.0 ± 2.5, 

6.3 ± 1.2, and 3.7 ± 0.6 millibarns per electron in a beryllium absorber, 

in good agreement with Dirac's two quantum annihilation cross section. 

The presence of annihilation radiation was detected in coincidence with 

the disapp~arance of a positron within a small cone in the forward direc-

tion. 
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During the course of SParching nuclear plates for electron=electron scatter

ing ev,.nts with 200 Mev incident ~lectrons, Barkas, Deutsch, Gilbert and Violf'\t1 

observed two ~vents that corresponded to the disappearance in flight of a high 

planationo 

The following experiment was don~ to gain more information about electron 

and positron disappearances in genpral and if possible to explain tbP two 
' 2'* 

disa.ppParance PVents obsP.rved abov~ ·., 

At th,. outset it was well recognized that positrons should disappear in 

flight b.1 annihilating with an electron at rest giving rise to two gamma rays. 

This is a. second order process in electrodynamics and the theoretical cross 

SPCtion was known with some confidence3., It was therefore proposed at the 

bPginning to try to observe the annihilation·in flight of positrons by a 

balanc"" typ~ exp,.riment comparing the "disappearancen cross section of pos-

itrons to that of ""lectronso 

A thin radiator (placed in the magnetic fiP.ld of the pair spectromet,.r) 

in the path of the bremsstrahlung ~am of the synchrotron is an excellent 

symmetric source of high energy positrons and electrons" Revorsing the direc-

tion of the magnotic fi~ld changes only the sign of the particles observed in 

* Aft,.r th"" initiation of this work, a further search of plat~=>s exposed at thp 
sa.Jii.p tim"' but at low~r enP.rgy was made which showed more disapp ... arances of one 
sign of particles and none of the othAr., - Th.., conclusion drawn in the Prratum 
(rof.,· 2) abov"" is that th~ magnetic field was somehow revl"rsed and that the 
disappearances observed wore annihilations of positrons in flight., 
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a given direction~ The number and direction of the particles relative to the 

background should stay- the same. With- ·this symmetric type source a comparison 
~. : . 

could be- made of the "poor geometry" -adsorption of ·posi-trons ve:rsus electrons. 

At this point it is ne·cessary·to consider -the absorption -processes in= 

-voJ_ved when a 200 Mev electron or positron passes through matter. The known 

processes areg 

lo Ionization loss 

2o Bremsstrahlung or radiation loss 

3 o Multiple sea ttering 

4o Single large angle scattering 

5o Anni:hila tion in . flight (positrons only) o 

Inverse beta decay is theoretically too small to be considered a compete=. 

ing processo The first four processes should be essentially the -same for posi= 

* trona and electrons o Therefore if-we are looking for a difference in the ab-

sorption between positron$ al!l(!l electrons, the loss dua to thes~ processes 

should be made sma~l 9 i.eo the absorber should be thin compared to the range 

and of low Zo Processes 2 9 39 and 4 are proportional --to -the squar~ of the 

nuclear charge Z of the absorber 9 while the annihi.la~ion cro~s section is pro= 

portional to Z. For the e~erimental conditions of a. low Z abaorber (3( 10), 

-a ·solid angle of -the absorber to the detector -or 21( 9 and 50 to 200 Mev in= 

cident ·particles9 processes 1 9 3, and 4 are small compared to 2 and 5o Brems= 

·strahlung gives ri~e to an apparent absorption in the following mannero The 

incident electron or positron radiates a large fraction of its energy in one 

event leaving the primary particle with a small energy 9 say less than 5 Mev o 

If. this residual energy is less than what is required for the particle to get 

* Electron=electron and-positron=electron scattering are different "'bJlt at high 
energy both pro~esses cause only a very small angular deviation of the incident 
particle and so are not observed as an absorptiono 
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out of the absorber into the detector, then the event appears as an ~bsorption. 

The absorber thickness then had to be chosen so that the probability of brems

strahlung loss by this process was smallPZ than the annihilation cross section,. 

It turned out that 2 em of Be gave a brenurstrahlung loss about 1/4 that of an- ~ 

nihilation. Annihilation in flight would occur once in every 300 traversals 

of the absorber so that an extremely small loss had to be detected. 

The apparatus used is schematically shown in Fig. , 1. A, B, and C are 

* three thin walled proportional counters in triple coincidence that. defined 
- - . 

the presence of a particle of a given momentum. Counter D ,is a stilbene · · 

scintillation crystal 4 inches in diameter by 4 inches thick with a cy-lind-

rical well in it 2 em deep to hold the absorber. With no absorber in place, 

every time a triple coincidence occurs showing that a particle has passed 

through A~ B» CS> a fourth pulse should be observed from counter D. Theloss 

of particles between counter C and D is the triple coincidence rate minus the 

quadruple coincidence rate. 

The sensiti~e vol~e of counters A, B, and C was roughly a sphere 1/4 

inch in diameter~ The aligmnent was performed both by maxilnizing the triples 

to singles ratio9 and by accurately locating the counters on a circle, i.e.· 

the orbit of a particle in the uniform magnetic field. Both methods agreed. 

The .ratio of triples to counter C singles rate was roughly 40 per(!ent, show

i~ that the electrons or positrons had small deviation from their calculated 

orbits. Counter D was required to be extremely efficient if it was to intro~ 

duce no additional loss factor. The efficiency of a scintillation counter is. 

determined by both the bias setting of the pulse detector and by the numbE!r 

of photoelectrons ejected in the photo tube per incident particle. The 

* These were Victoreen geiger tubes cut down in length and refilled. 
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count-er used had to have a long light pipe to remove the -photo tube t'rom the ef

fects of t]le magnetic field, but in spite of this gave approximately 150 photo

electrons per incident particle. With the electronic bias set at a pulse height 

corresponding 10 to 15 photoelectrons, the statistical efficiency was better b.Y 

many orders of magnitude than what was needed. The effective pulse size from 

a small gamma source was uncbanged for +, o, and = magnetic field showing that 

the photo tube was sufficiently shielded. The coincidence circuits and gate 

generators for each counter were ·standard in design with the exception that 

the gate generator for counter D had to have zero dead time. In order to re

co-rd the triples ni.inus the quadruple coincidence, it was felt at the beginning 

that ,-a, -more reliable result could be obtained by recording both the triple and 

quadruple ~oincidences separat_ely and then subtracting rather than using an 

anticoincidence circuit. -In order to record reliably the large numbers as

sociated with the triples and quadruples rates, three or more scalers were 

used in parallel for each. 

The reduction of the background loss rate was the major problem in the 

sueces·s of the experiment., This turned out to be principally a counting rate 

problem, not just a chance coincidence onell but also dependent upon such ef

fects as overloading amplifier D with a resulting change of bias and after 

pulsing of the small proportio~l counterso During normal running conditions 

a run of 3000 triples took 15 minutes with a background loss rate of 1 to 3 

counts. Both the triples rate and loss rate were essentially entirely due to 

particles from the radiator. When the radiator was removed the triples rate 

vas reduced b,y a factor of 800 and the loss rate relative to the primary syn

chrotron beam vas reduced by approximately a factor of 4, so that background 

from surrounding objects did not have to be considered. 
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Results 

Table I displays· the results· on di$appearanceso Many short runs .of back

ground and· absarber were used: to balance out the effects of changing ba.ekgroundo 

Also the eXperiment was-·Eet up· at three· d±tt~rent times with, at least a month'S 

interval in between.!'. and with different counterso The reSUlts were always con-

sistento The direction or· the magnetic field'was determined by the force on a· 

current carrying wire and for no run with a low : Z · absorber was the electron loss 

rate as large as the positron loss rateo 

·The Be absorber was used the most to get statistically meaningful eros~ 

sections for the positron annihilation in flight processo LiH was used to 

check the Z ·dependence. of disappearances at· ·100 and~ :20Q·,Mevl ·but counting 

times vere much longer due to its low densityo Aluminum and silver· absorbers 

showed too much brems~tTahlung loss at·200 Mev to get meaningful answers for 

the positron annihilation cross section9 but·the total loss for electrons was 

less by a factor of·5 than the Ciross: section that could be ascribed to·the two 

disappeararices·in nuclear plateso Similarly the· electron loss cross section 

in beryllium and LiH at 200 Mev was less by a factor of 40 than· the two dis-,· 

appearance·s in ·nuclear plateso 

It>was felt then that it·had been reasonably established that electrons do· 

not disappear in· flight in low Z materia:ls· by· a sub~tantially large factor less · 
. . 

than the two· events observed in nuclear emulsiono _ Also 9 if the electron loss 

rate is subtracted from' iliA positron loss rate, the remainder loss rate equals · · 

the theoretical annihilat:i.on"cross section'at 200p 100, and 50 Mevwithin stat

istical. accruracyo -'There 'remained; however 9 the need for additiona:J. proof that 

the disappearances ·or. po-si:trons vas ·as-sociated with the' annihilation in night 

processo 
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Confirmation of Annihilation !g Flight 

When a high energy-positron annihilates with an electron at re-st, two high 

energy gaJDJD.8. rays are given off which are strongly correlated in the forward 

and backward dire-ction in the center of mass system. In the laboratory system 

then, there is -one gaJDJD.8. ray--with nearly all the energy directed forward and 

another lQw enArgy gaJDJD.8. at large angle. It was attempted then to obserVe the 
·,~ .. ~ ·;:::. ~· . '-.' 

high energy gaJDJD.8. ray go!Dg forward in coincidence with the disappearance of 

a positron in the beryllium absorber. 
,. 

The disappearan-ce or annihilation of the positrons in beryllium was ob-

served essentially the same as before; namely, three counters A, B, and C in 

coincidence proved the presence of a high energy positron, while a fourth 

counter D monitored its passage through the absorber. However, instead of 

determining disappearances b,y the difference between two large coincidence 

rates (triples minus quadruples), an anticoincidence circuit was used which 

finally worked as reliably as the subtraction method. The anticoincidence 

pulse was then USP.d in coincidence with a fifth counter, E. Counter E could 

~ placed in two general positionst (1) the extrapolated positron trajectory 

in the magnetic field, and (2) the extrapolated gamma ray trajectory (namely, 

the tangent to the positron trajectory at the·point of the absorber). With 

count-er E in position (1), an efficiency was determined for counting 20o' Mev: 

-positrons to be triples ± counter E - 70 percent. This efficiency dropped to 
triples 

less than one percent when -counter E was moved to position (2), saying that 

position (2) was e-ssentially outside the positron orbit. With -coiinter E in 

position (2) in coincidence with the anticoincidence disappearance pulse, 

i.-e-., with cOUnter E looking at the gamma ray trajectory in coincidence with 

annihilations, the _ratio (anticoincidence and co-unter E) was less than 5 per-
, ·- anticoincidence 

cent. Co_unt~r E was a thin wali proportional. counter, and should not detect 

high energy gaJDJD.8. rays alone. 



However~ when 2=1/2 radiation lengths of lead (the maximum of the ~bower curve 

for 200 Mev· gamma rays) vas put in front of c;ounter E in position (2) 9 then 

the rati() (anticoincidence and counter E) in~reased to 50 t; 8 percent. This 
anticoincidence 

says that with counter E made sensiti~e to gamma rays we see a gamma pulse 

in coincidence with the positron annihilation" The half width of the positron 

curve for this ratio was approximately the width of the counter showing that 

the gamma rays were directly forward. When electrons were used 9 these ratios 

were essentially the same except that the di~appearance rate for electrons 

was 1/4 that of positrons. The disappearan~e of electrons is due to high 

energy bremsstrahlung loss 9 which should give one high energy gamma going 

forward. These facts support the concept of p~sitron annihilation in flight 

giving rise to at least one high energy gamma ray • 
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Yarticle ' Energy Absorber Observed loss Net loss 
per 1000 minus 
traversals backgrounp. 

positrons .200 Be 5.1 

positrons .200 none 1.4 
3.75:!: 0.5 

electrons .200 Be Oo77 

Oo65 
0.1 ± 0.3 

electrons .200 none 

positrons 100 Mev Be 10.5 
9.5 + 1.0 

positrons 100 Mev none 1.0 -

electrons 100 Mev·· Be 3.7 

electrons 100 Mev none 0.5 
3o2 ± 0.6 

positrons 50 Mev Be 2LO 

positrons 50 Mev none 0.6 
20.4 t 2.0 

electrons 50 Mev 
,, 

Be 10.0 
9.4 + 1.0 

electrons 50 Mev. none Oo6 ~ 

positrons .200 Mev 2 inch LiH 2.8 

positrons 200 Mev none 0.8 
2.0 :!: 0.4 

electrons 200 Mev 2 inch LiH 1.0 
-· 

ele-ctrons .200 Mev 0.3 
0.7 :t 0.3 

none 

electrons .200 Mev 2 inch A1 4.5 

electrons .200 Mev Oo7 
3.8 ~ 0.6 

none 

electrons 200 Mev 3.7 g/cniAg 4.2 

electrons .200 Mev none 0.7 
3.0 t o.6 -
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TABLE I (con to ) UCRL=l960 

Positron loss El'nergy Absorber Experimental Theoretical positron 
nrl.nus el~ctron cross section annihilation cross 
loss per 1000 ~er electron section per electron 
traversals of absorber of absorber in 

in milli barns milllbarns 

Jo65 + Oo6 200Mev Be 3o7!; Oo6 3o53 
= 

6oJ + lo2 100 Mev Be 6oJ ± lo2 6o35 
= 

lloO ± 2o5 50 Mev Be lloO ;!: 2o5 10o8 

lo3 ± Oo5 200 Mev LiH 2o6 I loO 3o5J 

" 

Information Division 
DM 10/7/52 
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